PRIVATE AIR CHARTER
FROM LYDD AIRPORT

LyddAir operates a range of aircraft capable of
reaching destinations throughout Europe and
as far away as North Africa. We are based at
Lydd Airport but can pick you up and drop you
off at any airport of your choosing.
Whether flying for business or pleasure, your own charter gives you the
fastest and most convenient form of air travel. You obviously avoid all
the frustration of the major airports with crowds (Covid-19 and other
transmitted disease risk), check-in formalities, security and so on.
On a private flight you can arrive at the airport and be on or off the
aircraft within minutes. We can fly you to smaller and more convenient
airports that are often much closer to your final destination. Time is one
of our most precious commodities and the aggregate time saving on a
private charter is very significant. Add to this VIP treatment, a secluded
and comfortable cabin environment and personal service.

Using a private aircraft is of course more expensive than scheduled air
transport and, for this reason, most people will simply set it aside
without proper consideration. The majority of our clients are either
successful business executives or wealthy individuals who have
retired, semi-retired or a mix of both.
The time savings, in terms of productivity saved, appeals to the
businessman. For those who fly for pleasure the time saving,
convenience and VIP nature all exemplify your standing in society and
a richly deserved mode of travel.
We also specialise in the more difficult airports and have special
clearances. For example La Mole (St. Tropez), Samedan (St. Moritz),
Lugano, Bulgano, Andorra, Elba, Islay and others.
LyddAir has a coveted clearance for private charter and you can fly as
a shareholder, or under EASA Part NCO rules, or Part CAT rules. We
are scrutinised under the vigorous standards set by the UK CAA and
have, from our genesis 18 years ago, been incident and accident free.
We hold a full Air Operator Certificate (#GB 2198) which attests to our
safety standards.
Our aircraft can cater for up to nine passengers throughout Europe.
For larger parties, or destinations further afield, we offer a one-stop
transport solution and can arrange a jet charter on any size of aircraft.
This is done through our operator network and we will ensure
competitive quotes and the integrity of the operator.

Call in or telephone for informed and impartial guidance and advice

+44 (0) 1797 322 207 • info@lyddair.com

www.lyddair.com

